
Instructions  
 
These charts are referred to as “Implementable GTO Charts” because they are as close to GTO opening ranges as you 
can get without splitting the way you play each hand. For example, there are many instances where the GTO strategy 
suggests playing a specific hand some portion of the time, perhaps 33%. In the Implementable GTO Charts, if there are 
three hands, such as Q-6o, Q-5o and Q-4o, that each get played 33% of the time, only one is played, making the strategy 
much easier to implement while only sacrificing a tiny bit of equity.  
 
These charts assume the action is folded to you unless otherwise stated. If there are raisers or limpers in front of you, the 
situation changes and the charts no longer apply. These charts assume your opponents play a GTO strategy, which will 
rarely be the case. If your opponents play too tightly or too loosely, you should make significant adjustments to take 
advantage of their mistakes.  
 
These charts assume no ante and 5% rake, capped at 1.5bbs. This is typical for a $2/$5 game. At lower stakes, rake has 
a larger effect and you should adjust the charts accordingly.  
 
Bet Sizing: The charts assume a 2.5bb raise first in (rfi) from in-position and a 3bb rfi from the SB. In-position 3-bet is 
assumed to be 8.5bb. Out of position 3-bet is 10bb. All 4-bets are to 23bbs and 5-bets are all-in. When the BB faces a SB 
limp, the raise is to 3.5bbs. When the BB faces a SB 3x raise, the 3-bet is to 9bbs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CO Strategy 
 

            CO RFI         CO vs BTN 3-bet             CO vs SB 3-bet                  CO vs BB 3-bet 

        

BTN Strategy 
 

        BTN RFI                       BTN vs CO RFI           BTN vs SB 3-bet             BTN vs BB 3-bet 

        



SB Strategy 
 

        SB RFI                        SB vs CO RFI                     SB vs BTN RFI                               SB vs CO RFI/BTN 3-bet 

       
 

  SB Limp vs BB Raise                      SB RFI vs BB 3-bet 

   
 
 



BB Strategy 
 

        BB vs CO RFI                        BB vs BTN RFI               BB vs SB Limp                                 BB vs SB RFI 

      
 
        BB vs CO RFI/BTN 3-bet           BB vs BTN RFI/SB 3-bet   

  


